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Faerie Dust, Indeed

This Skinny Minis Side Quest is a small, contained series of events that form an interesting
side-plot for any 5E GM wanting to use some
specific Skinny Mini products in new and interesting scenes ready-made for your game table!
This particular Skinny Minis Side Quest is
designed to be challenging for a party of 4 to 5
player characters of 2nd-3rd level.

Where Can This Side Quest
Happen?

Faerie Dust, Indeed can take place anywhere
the PCs can wander away from a wilderness road to get deeper in a wooded area.
Ancient forests, untamed wilderness, or
evergreen swamps are all perfect places to
insert this scenario.

A Talking Bush?
As the player characters travel through a wooded or overgrown wilderness, they should have
the chance to overhear a small, squeaky-yetmuffled voice from within some bushes a few
strides off the path they are on.
Characters with a Passive Perception 14, or
those who pass a DC 14 (Wisdom) Perception
ability check, will be able to home in on the
strange sounds and follow them to a sunken
grove filled with blackbramble bushes and
fallowroot patches. The sound is definitely
coming from somewhere in the overgrowth,
but a quick glance will not reveal its source.
A further DC 16 (Intelligence) Investigation
or (Wisdom) Survival ability check will lead a
character to an interesting sight – a tiny, twisted
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up, bound together, and gagged little faerie-like
creature all wound up in what looks like a spider’s web in one of the bush clusters. A DC 12
(Intelligence) Arcane or (Wisdom) History skill
check will reveal the creature to be an adult
female pixie.
The characters can make an Insight check
to gauge the pixie’s well being and mental state
with an Insight ability check, learning variable
amounts of information based upon their highest result, as shown on the table below.
Insight
Result

Information

5 – 10

The tiny creature is frustrated, angry,
and might lash out at anything
nearby when it gets free.

11 – 15

The fey being is struggling against
her bondage, but the wild look in her
eye says that her anger is aimed at
her bonds – not at you.

16+

She desperately wants to get her mouth
free to tell you something – or possibly
bite you – it is still hard to tell.

4 – 5: Friya zig zags in flight from person to
person, obviously checking out their weaponry,
asking the group, “She is going to try and make
soup of him, can you help free my poor Saden?
Please?”

6: Friya hovers calmly in the middle of the
grove, pointing one thin finger toward the
deeper end of the grove. She takes a few
deep breaths and asks, “My mate, Saden, was
taken by a horrible witch looking to devour
his power. If you will help me, I’ll give you
anything I can.”
Friya will only offer a hasty explanation of
what happened – the story of the glade witch
webbing her to the bush and stealing her husband – as she flies off toward the deeper end
of the grove.

The pixie’s name is Friya Baleharvest, and
any amount of careful cutting and plucking of
the webbing using a magic slashing weapon will
eventually ungag her, prompting her to yell out:
“I have to go! I have to go! She has him! She is going
to soup him for sure! Get this stuff off of me!”
A few more minutes – or a single dispel
magic spell – will remove the strands of sticky
sap and free her completely. When she is first
freed, she immediately flies away from her
saviors and turns in midair to address them
in a random way:
Roll 1d6, adding the Charisma modifier of
the PC who last helped her with the webbing:
1: Friya flies quickly into the face of the strongest (natural Strength score) player character
and speaks frenziedly, “You look like you can
handle yourself in a dustup. Come with me!”
2 – 3: Friya flies rapidly in circles, pointing toward a deeper section of the grove while shouting, “It might be too late! Help me save him!”
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A Foreboding Garden
A few dozen feet into the thickening grove is a
sculpted garden of thorny vines, gnarled wood,
and bewildering topiaries. This area surrounds
the so-called “grove witch’s” cottage. It is the
last obstacle between the player characters,
Friya, and the witch inside.
This “garden” is an elaborate trap. It is
60 feet from the edge of the clearing to the
cottage’s front door. Every 20 ft., there are
extremely subtle patches of spore-sac mushrooms, which require a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception or Survival) ability check to notice. When
someone steps on these patches, the resulting
cloud of green spores spreads outward and one

of the gnarled topiary clusters will suddenly
awaken into a modified vine blight!
Unless the party manages to avoid the
mushrooms through careful movements and a
successful DC 13 Dexterity saving throw every
20 feet, the vine blight will attack whoever
stepped in the spores. Use the statistics found
on MM pg. 32 for this encounter, but make the
following adjustments:
• Hit points increased to 36
• AC 14 (+2 from a shield)

• Immunity to poison damage

• +1d4 Poison damage to its Constrict attacks
• Add the following Action:

• Spear. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach
5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8+2) piercing
damage and 2 (1d3) poison damage.

After the player characters reach the door
landing of the cottage, it will open automatically and ominously into the next scene.

“More Guests For Dinner?”
As the door opens to reveal the cottage to the
characters, they are immediately confronted
by a number of different stimuli. In the first
few moments, while the glade witch is finishing bottling up her most recent brew, they
can take in their surroundings. The following
items of note are discoverable, with the DC of
any Wisdom (Perception) ability check necessary to notice each finding in parenthesis
below:
• The cottage is one room; hearth, nesting area,
and brewer’s kitchen all in one

• The glade witch is young, attractive, and
adorned with several items of nature about her
• A small, male pixie is hanging from a silvery
braid over a boiling cauldron at the far end of
the room

• Numerous herb strands, pots, and clumps are
strewn all about
• Several small cages and jars contain vermin,
insects, etc.
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• A single foot long centipede is curled up in the
witch’s nesting pile (DC 16)
• A small, dry branch standing on a desk is
decorated with two dozen rodent skulls of
various sizes and one silver ring of protection
(DC 18 to notice the ring)

The witch will address the characters, telling them that they can hand over the pixie to
avoid any conflict or harm. If they do, Friya will
curse them for being cowards and cast magic
missile at a character when they try to leave.
If the characters choose instead to try and
save Saden, the glade witch will scoop up her
talismanic broom and defend her struggling fae
‘ingredient.’ Use the statistics on pg. 6 for the
glade witch.

Glade Witch

A predator of all things fae and mystic, the
witch is a magic wielding brewer of tinctures,
potions, and foul concoctions designed to prolong others’ suffering, control the elements of
nature itself, and extend her life. She is a huntress of magical energies, using them to fuel her
own wicked desires and effects.
Friya will not be much help in the combat, as
she will be struggling with Saden’s bonds the
whole time. If a player character spends 1d3
rounds helping getting the braid untied to save
the pixie, Saden and Friya will both join the
combat on their behalf. See MM pg. 253 for
their effective statistics.
The glade witch will not want to fight to the
death – and will try to bribe the characters with
‘effective immortality’ (and then use Faespore
Cloudsac to try and make an escape), or will
simply attempt to flee.
When the witch is defeated, Friya and
Saden will tell them to keep anything they find
in the cottage as a reward for their help, but
will also make a point of saying ‘We owe you
everything. If you ever need us, just call.”

The Rewards
When the characters have a chance to search
the cottage, they can find and claim the following around the cottage:
• ring of protection

• The equivalent to 1 set of Alchemist’s supplies
• The equivalent to 1 set of Brewer’s supplies
• The equivalent to 1 Herbalism Kit

• The equivalent to 1 set of Cook’s utensils
• 2d6 small exotic animals; contained
(2d6×5gp each)

On the witch:

• Witch’s Broom

• 2d4 random Witch’s Brew (see glade witch stat
block) uses
• 6gp, 33sp

Witch’s Broom

Staff, Uncommon
A hand-carved, rune-inlaid broom made from
thistle branches and bound in catgut twine.
Anyone proficient with simple weapons can
wield the witch’s broom like a magical +1 club.
If the wielder also possesses the ability to cast
spells of any kind, the damage the broom
inflicts increases by 1d6 and becomes force
damage.
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Glade Witch

Medium humanoid, neutral evil

Armor Class 13 (natural)
Hit Points 46 (7d8+14)
Speed 30 ft.
STR
11 (+0)
INT
12 (+1)

DEX
16 (+3)
WIS
14 (+2)

Actions

CON
14 (+2)
CHA
17 (+3)

Skills Arcana +4, Nature +8,
Perception +5
Damage Resistances poison, psychic
Condition Immunities frightened,
poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive
Perception 15
Languages any two languages, plus
Primordial and Sylvan
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)
Not as Young as She Looks. The witch
extends her own life supernaturally
through her brews and potions,
using the life and magical energies of
others as ingredients to her effective
immortality.
Spellcasting. The witch is a 7th-level
spellcaster. Its spellcasting ability is
Wisdom (spell save DC 13, +5 to hit
with spell attacks). The witch has the
following spells prepared:
Cantrips (at will): blade ward, minor
illusion, poison spray
1st level (5 slots): fog cloud, shield,
witch bolt
2nd level (3 slots): hold person, web
3rd level (2 slots): fear, slow
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Broomstrike. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to
hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (2d4+1)
force damage.
Witch’s Brew (recharge 4-6). As an
action, the witch grabs one of her jars,
bottles, gourds, etc. filled with one
of her special brews and puts it to
use – however that specific concoction
performs.
Roll a D6:

1 – Rejuvenation Stew: Witch gains 2d8
temporary hit points
2 – Hardening Salve: Witch’s natural AC
increases to 16 for 1d4 minutes

3 – Aether Solvent: Enemy spellcasters
must all succeed in a DC 13 Constitution
saving throw or lose one spell slot of their
highest available level
4 – Rust Monster Gland: Character with
the highest AC from worn armor/shield
must succeed in a DC13 Dexterity saving
throw or their worn armor or shield has
its AC reduced by -1 permanently.

5 – Faespore Cloudsac: All characters
must succeed in a DC 13 Charisma saving
throw or fall unconscious as per the sleep
spell.
6 – War Wisp in a Bottle: All characters
suffer 3D6 fire damage. A successful DC
13 Dexterity saving throw reduces this
damage by half.

